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WARNING: 
 
This book is copyright 2008, with all rights reserved. It is illegal 
to copy, distribute, or create derivative works from this book in 
whole or in part, or to contribute to the copying, distribution, 
or creating of derivative works of this book. When you 
purchased this book, you agreed to the statement on the bottom 
of the homepage of my website that stated: 
 
"©2008 WarcraftWealth.com, All Rights Reserved. If you try to copy, steal, or distribute 
all or any part of my book or this web page without permission, I will have my attorney 
contact you and make you wish that you'd never had such a stupid idea in your life. Count 
on it. By purchasing this book, you agree to the following: You understand that the 
information contained on this page and in this book is an opinion, and it should be used 
for personal entertainment purposes only. You are responsible for your own behavior, 
and none of this book is to be considered legal or personal advice." 
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 Introduction 

 
       It's taken me a long time to figure out all of the things that you're about to 
learn. I've spent years on this. 
 
       This book is meant to be used like an encyclopedia. It's meant to be a 
REFERENCE, not a novel. 
 
       The best way to use it is to read it and find all of the parts that you like and all 
of the ideas, skills and techniques that you would like to work on and improve. 
Then take those sections and either write them down or print them so you can 
review them and practice. 
 
       Success with WoW isn't like success with learning to use a light switch. 
 
       Success with WoW is more like success with learning to play a musical 
instrument. It takes practice. At first none of it makes any sense. Sometimes it 
seems as though all of your practice isn't making a difference. 
 
       But if you keep at it, eventually you'll be playing songs. And then you'll be 
writing songs. Next thing you know, you've become a master. 
 
       So take this book and use it as a workbook. Come back to it often. 
 
       Reread the parts that you want to learn and integrate. And most importantly, 
DON'T STOP READING UNTIL YOU'RE DOING IT. 
 
       Many people make the mistake of reading a book, and then saying "I know 
that stuff" before they've mastered the information in their experience. 
 
       Don't make this mistake yourself. 
 
       Keep reading and practicing and using it until you HAVE IT DOWN. 
 

          And do me a favor. Email me with your ideas, comments, and complaints. I 
want to know what you think. You can email me at 
support@warcraftwealth.com. 
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 Chapter I. - Guidelines 

 
       Here are some guidelines to follow so that you will keep your gold easier, and 
have enough for each mount, even if you avoid grinding. 
 
       Auto-loot 
 
       Shift+Right Click to Auto-loot, it's the same like auto-looting mobs. You will 
finish the job faster, and gain more time. You can turn this option on from the 
interface menu; but maybe those of you from the 60 times will still prefer not to 
have something like that. 
 
       Avoid buying from the Auction House 
 
       Stay away from buying personal items at the auction house, or from venders 
at low levels, you can get those items from quests, mobs and instances.  
 
       You don't want to spend gold on an item then find a better one on a monster. 
By low levels, I mean level 1- 58. In Outland you’ll hype up your gear in just 3 
hours.  
 
***Note 
 
        If you are a paladin or a warrior (extremely gear dependant classes) well here 
the gear is a good investment, but don’t overdo it. 
 
        HeartStone 
 
        Since the beginning of the game you’ll see that the heart stones location is a 
very important element to your game play speed. So don’t forget to change 
heartstone locations. 
 
       Unlimited space (well nearly at least) 
 
        Here's a trick that is very useful no matter what level your character is.  
If you lack bank slots, your bags aren’t big enough or you don’t want to waste 
times going to the vendors/bank and back, use some level 1 alts.  
 
       Start some new characters, and keep them in the main city near a mail-box.  
Send all the things you want to sell or keep to those chars.  
 
        Leveling 
 
        First thing to do is to gain experience, and level up. This is simply done by 
questing. Leave grinding for later.  
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          The higher level you are, the more gold you gain, from looting and selling 
better items. Then when you are at a higher level you can start grinding for 
money and experience. 
 

 Chapter Ii. – The Beginning 
 
       When you first enter the World of Warcraft, you always ask yourself which 
race is suitable for me, which class, what kind of hairstyle should I choose, color 
of the skin, face, etc. 
 
       Then after you finished it, you enter the game and you start by accepting 
some quests, do whatever they tell you to do so that you could complete it and 
then return to the quest giver and earn your reward that he offered. 
 
       Then you take other quests and you complete them when you are finished. 
When you don’t have any more quests available, you go and eliminate mobs and 
take their possessions, some of them that are useless and are at no value, you sell 
them to any kind of merchant. 
 
        When you have the proper money for the training, you go to the specific 
trainer and you pay that lesson so that you could use a new type of skill or a more 
powerful one. 
 
       Everything here is good and fine, no problems. 
But when you go to the second place, let’s say ,,Goldshire” you will observe that 
here you have new trainers with a little difference than the trainer from the first 
place. 
 
       Here the trainers are called ,,Profession Trainers”. 
 
 

 Chapter III. – Professions 
 
       There are Primary Professions like : Herbalism , Alchemestry , Skinning , 
Leatherworking , Mining , Blacksmith , Engineering , Jewelcrafter , Tailoring and 
Enchant. 
 
        And Secondary Professions like: Fishing, Cooking, First Aid. 
Now things get complicated... 
 
       Now you have to be very careful and choose wisely which 2 primary 
professions you would like to have, because only 2 are allowed. 
 
        If you already learned 2 primary professions, then the other trainers won’t 
show you their menu of what they can learn you anymore. 
       On the other hand, the secondary professions, you can learn all 3 of them. 
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Some tips that professions get in hand with: 
 
      Mining -Blacksmith 
                    - Engineering 
                    - Jewelcrafting 
 
      Skinning – Leatherworking 
 
      Herbalism – Alchemestry  
 
 
       Some professions don’t need a main profession that can’t go without another 
main profession: 
 
        Tailoring, First Aid – the materials that you need for it can be found at 
Humanoids, like Human Defias, Blackrock Orc ,etc 
 
       Enchanting – This profession is one of the kind ; the materials that you need 
for it are items , but not every kind of items.. 
 
       Magical items, their name written in different colors than gray and white. 
Those items give some boost stats but can also be used for disenchant 
(professions skill), and the items is transformed in many different magical dusts. 
Those dusts can help you enchant to other items with some extra stats or skill , if 
you have exact that kind of dust. 
 
       The secondary professions don’t need special things to be used only by 1 is 
exception: 
 
       Fishing – you first need a pole fish so that you could catch fish with. 
 The materials for this to be used is only one, and that is: Fishing Pole. 
The advantage of this profession is that it can be used everywhere where is 
Ocean, big lake, or channel (as Stormwind and Undercity), in other words... 
everywhere is possible to catch fish. 
 
        Cooking – with this profession, you can cook meal or dinner. 
The difference between this and Conjured Food and water from the mage is that 
at mage if you are offline 15 minutes, the conjured ones vanish, but in change, the 
real meals or dinner made by you don’t vanish and are always fresh and ready to 
be used when you want. 
 
       The materials needed for this one are from all beasts (except Boss Beasts 
from Raids). 
 
       First Aid – This Profession is the most used of all players of WoW 
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      The thing between this and a normal healing spell is that this one doesn’t need 
mana, it only bandages you for 1 minute before you can use it again. 
The materials needed for this are from Humanoids, like Human Defias, 
Blackrock Orc, etc 
 
      Choosing between them will make your game more fun or more profitable. 
The normal option is to choose a gathering profession and a crafting one, or 
stand-alone ones like both tailoring and enchanting.  
 
       Choosing a gathering and a crafting one will have it’s setback because you will 
be tempted to lvl up the crafting one as fast as you can and end up spending a 
large amount of gold for that, also there are few items that are worth selling from 
the crafting professions, so a decent profit will come very late from it. 
 
      The most profitable option however is to take two gathering professions, to 
get your gold faster, not to be tempted to lvl up your profession, and after you 
reach your goal.. the mount and a decent amount of gold, you may take a crafting 
profession instead of one of the gathering ones and lvl it up. 
 
       Many players from the second place forth need desperate of money and most 
of them choose (I say my opinion and from my experience): 
 
-64% Mining 
-11% Herbalism 
-15% Fishing 
-2% Skinning 
-8% picking up from mobs, like materials for First Aid, Tailoring, Cooking, 
enchanting. 

 
 
      More about gathering professions 
 

Mining 
 
      Mining is easy to do, you find the veins and 
deposits and you mine them. 
Blacksmiths, engineers and jewel crafters needs the 
materials gathered by this profession. 
 
     Advantage: You can always sell the ore or bar, and 
many will buy from you very quickly 
 
      Disadvantage: Because it’s the most used 
profession, there is a strong possibility that you could 
be too late to mine one mine because other player has 
already mined it, or even worse you could encounter 
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an enemy player from the other faction. And many times you must wait for the 
ripsaw so that you could mine it again. 
 
      Turn ON the Find Minerals trait and mine every vein/deposit you see on your 
mini-map. In this manner you can play the game, doing your job and won’t have 
to worry about finding mines, and you are looking for some specific kind of ore, 
you would spot it easy. 

 
•Copper ore/bars, veins are found almost everywhere at the 
beginning, to be more specific you can find it in all this locations: 
Alterac Mountains, Ashenvale, Darkshore, Desolace, Dun 

Morogh, Durotar, Duskwood, Elwynn Forest, Hillsbrad Foothills, Loch Modan, 
Mulgore, Redridge Mountains, Silverpine Forest, Stonetalon Mountains, The 
Barrens, Thousand Needles, Thunder Bluff, Tirisfal Glades, Westfall, Wetlands. 
 
      To mine copper you need only the mining profession and a mining pick.  
The vendor cost is 10c for a copper bar. But we will sell it at the AH with the 
buyout price of 20s each.  
 
      That means that for a 20 set you will get 4g, that's amazing for a level 10 
player.  Sell the Copper in sets of 5, and put the buyout price 98s. You can even 
sell the copper ore; players buy ore to upgrade their skill level by smelting it, 
without having to mine it. 
 
     Mining copper veins you will get some Malachite, Tigerseye and Shadowgem 
that are used for jewel crafting, blacksmithing, leather working. 
 
     Sell the Shadowgem with the buyout price around 50s each. 
     Sell the Malachite with the buyout price around 15s each 
     Sell the Tigerseye with the buyout price around 25s each 
 
 

•Tin bars/ore can be found in any of these locations: The 
Barrens, Silverpine Forest, Darkshore, Ashenvale, Duskwood, 
Thousand Needles, Hillsbrad Foothills, Redridge Mountains, 

Loch Modan, Arathi Highlands, Wetlands, Stonetalon Mountains, Westfall, 
Alterac Mountains, Stranglethorn Vale, Desolace, Dustwallow Marsh, Feralas. 
 
      You can sell tin ore/bars to miners to upgrade their skill and making Bronze 
bars. The average buyout price for Tin bars is around 13s and for Tin ore is 
around 15s each. 
 

 
•Bronze bars are made by combining Tin bars and Copper bars. Sell 
the bars around 35s at the auction house each. 
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•Iron ore/bars demand is also high because it's needed in a lot 
of other professions. You can find Iron ore in the next locations: 
Alterac Mountains, Arathi Highlands, Ashenvale, Badlands, 

Desolace, Duskwood, Dustwallow Marsh, Feralas, Hillsbrad Foothills, Searing 
Gorge, Stonetalon Mountains, Stranglethorn Vale, Swamp of Sorrows, Tanaris, 
The Hinterlands, Thousand Needles, and Wetlands. 
 
      Every ore/bar has its demand, so gather them all when you encounter them.  
 
      To find out the specific places that contains the veins/deposits your looking 
for search in the "Mining maps" that came along with the guide. Sell the Iron 
bars/ore for around 32s each. That means that for a 20 set you will get 6g 40s. 
 

•Silver ore/bars are also expensive and looked for. You can find 
silver veins in the next locations: Alterac Mountains, Arathi 
Highlands, Ashenvale, Badlands, Darkshore, Desolace, 

Duskwood, Dustwallow Marsh, Feralas, Hillsbad Foot hills, Loch Modan, 
redridge Mountains, Searing Gorge, Silverpine Forest, Stonetalon Mountains, 
Stranglethorn Vale, Swamp of Sorrows, Tanaris, The Barrens, The Hinterlands, 
Thousand Needles, Westfall, and Wetlands. 
 
     The average buyout price for a Silver bar is around 1g. 20g for a stack isn't bad. 
 
     Remember to also sell at the auction house the gems that came along with the 
ore. 
 

•Gold veins can be found in: Alterac Mountains, Alterac Valley, 
Arathi Highlands, Ashenvale, Azshara, Badlands, Blasted 
Lands, Burning Steppes, Desolace, Duskwood, Dustwallow 

Marsh, Eastern Plaguelands, Felwood, Feralas, Hillsbrad Foothills, Searing 
Gorge, Silithus, Stonetalon Mountains, Stranglethorn Vale, Swamp of Sorrows, 
Tanaris, The Hinterlands, Thousand Needles, Un'Goro Crater, Western 
Plaguelands, Wetlands, Winterspring. 
 
      Gold ore/bars have the same buyout price as Silver ore/bars. 
 
      You can rise up the price, or lower it down depending on the demand of the 
ore/bars. If there is no gold in the auction house, and players want to buy, then 
you can rise up the price because players will buy it anyway, they don't have a 
choice. And in the situation where is plenty of gold in the auction house, then this 
is the time to lower your price. 
 

Now were getting to the real thing, Mithril, Thorium, Truesilver, 
Dark Iron, Fel Iron, Adamantite and Khorium. 
      Mithril bars sell extremely fast and at a good price at the 
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auction house because both Blacksmithing and Engineering need massive 
amounts to produce their items. The average buyout price for one Mithril bar is 
90s.  
 
      You can find Mithril deposits in: Alterac Mountains, Arathi Highlands, 
Azshara, Badlands, Blasted Lands, Burning Steppes, Desolace, Dustwallow 
Marsh, Eastern Plaguelands, Felwood, Feralas, Hillsbrad Foothills, Searing 
Gorge, Silithus, Stonetalon Mountains, Stranglethorn Vale, Swamp of Sorrows, 
Tanaris, The Hinterlands, Un'Goro Crater, Western Plaguelands, Winterspring. 
 

•Another gold maker in the World of Warcraft is Thorium 
ore/bars. 
You can find Thorium in the next locations: Azshara, Blasted 

Lands, Burning Steppes, Eastern Plaguelands, Felwood, Feralas, Searing Gorge, 
Silithus, Tanaris, The Hinterlands, Un'Goro Crater, Western Plaguelands, 
Winterspring. 
 
      Thorium bars is needed in huge amounts for blacksmithing, so you will sell 
fast. The buyout price for a Thorium bar/ore is around  1g 20s, if there isn't much 
Thorium at the AH, rise up the price. A 20 bars stack is worth at least 24g . 
 
       It's wise to sell in both forms: ore and bars, because some will want ore to 
prospect it and/or upgrade their skill level. 
 

•Dark Iron: You can smelt 8 Dark Iron ore in to 1 Dark Iron bar.  
Sell Dark iron bars for around 2g each. 
You can find Dark Iron deposits in: Burning Steppes, Searing 

Gorge, Blackrock Depths, and The Molten Core. 
 
***Note:  
 
      You can only smelt Dark Iron at the forge right outside the entrance to Molten 
Core, inside Black Rock Depths. 

 
•Another nice source of income is Truesilver ore/bars, you can 
find the deposits in: Alterac Mountains, Arathi Highlands, 
Azshara, Badlands, Blasted Lands, Burning Steppes, Desolace, 

Dustwallow Marsh, Eastern Plaguelands, Felwood, Feralas, Hillsbrad Foothills, 
Searing Gorge, Silithus, Stonetalon Mountains, Stranglethorn Vale, Swamp of 
Sorrows, Tanaris, The Hinterlands, Thousand Needles, Un'Goro Crater, Western 
Plaguelands, Winterspring. 
 
     After you gather enough, go smelt it, then go to the AH and sell the Truesilver 
bars for 1g each. 
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•Fel Iron can be found in: Hellfire Peninsula, Zangarmarsh, Terokkar Forest, 
Nagrand, Blade's Edge Mountains, Netherstorm, Shadowmoon Valley. 
 
     See "Mining maps" to see the exact locations of the deposits.  
 
     Sell at the price of around 1g for one Fel Iron bar and 50s for an ore.  
 

•Adamantite can be found in: Zangarmarsh, Terokkar Forest, 
Nagrand, Blade's Edge Mountains, Netherstorm, Shadowmoon 
Valley, and Dungeons 

 
     Sell at the AH with the buyout price around 2g each. 
 
 

    And the last mineral, but not the least is Khorium.  Can be 
found in: Hellfire Peninsula, Zangarmarsh, Terokkar Forest, 
Nagrand, Blade's Edge Mountains, Netherstorm, Shadowmoon 

Valley 
 
 
      Sell at the AH Khorium bars with 
the buyout price around 4g each. That 
means you can get 80g for a stack of 
20 Khorium bars. 
 
     To gather the ore you need the 
required skill level: 
 
 
 
 

Copper - 0 
Tin - 65 

Silver - 65 
Iron - 125 
Gold - 155 

Mithril - 175 
Truesilver - 230 
Dark Iron - 230 

Small Thorium - 245 
Rich Thorium - 275 

Fel Iron - 300 
Adamantite - 325 

Rich Adamantite - 350 
Khorium – 375 
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Trainers And Necessary Items 
 
      You can ask a guard, and the place where you can find a trainer will appear on 
the map. (See pictures.) The vendor with the mining pick is usually near the 
trainer. 
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 Smelting, where, how? 
 
     Mining comes in hand with smelting. Smelting is the ability to create bars 
from ore. Copper ore has a lower value than copper bars, but that's not always 
true. In most cases some players want to buy ore to upgrade their skill level 
without having to gather the ore themselves. 
 
 
 
     SMELTING is in your spell 
book. 
 
      To smelt you have to be near a 
forge (without a forge you can't 
smelt). A forge looks like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to gain skill points easier 
 
      One fast way to upgrade your skill level at the beginning is by gathering 70 
copper ore, then smelting it. Now you should have 75 skill points at mining. 
This is the fastest way at the beginning to make good skill points. 
 
      Don't mine gray named veins or deposits if you want to level up you skill, do 
it only if you want the ore, because you won't gain skill points. A good way to gain 
skill points fast is to mine orange named veins and deposits.  
 
     This is the representation of the colors: 
 
    Gray - You cannot increase your skill by mining. 
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     Green - These mineral veins give you a fairly poor chance to increase your 
skill. You can still do it, but it’s going to take a lot of gathering/creation to up 
your skill with these mineral veins. 
 
     Yellow - These mineral veins give you a reduced chance of increasing your 
skill. Its still pretty reasonable to try to increase your skills with these mineral 
veins. 
 
     Orange - These mineral veins give you your best chance of increasing your 
skill. For many of the Professions making an orange item will always increase 
your skill. 
 
     Red - you cannot mine it yet. You need a higher mining skill. 
 
(“Requires Mining" must have the above colors) 
 
 
     Remeber: The higher the skill and the level, the bigger the gold income. 
 
 

Mining locations - edited maps 
 
     Mostly you can find minerals at the bases of mountains and caves and mines 
and you can find about anywhere ore veins and deposits with your Find Minerals 
trait on. There are some places that are rich with different kind of minerals you’re 
looking for, after checking "Mining Maps" you will know exactly where to find 
them. 
 

Skinning 
 
     Advantage: It’s only most used in blacksmith and leatherworking. 
 
     It’s not a very popular profession for making money as the others but, because 
there are just a few players that use this profession; their chance to sell an item 
from skinning is increased dramatically. 
 
     Disadvantage: It’s only most used in leatherworking and blacksmith  
 
     You find the beast, you kill it and then you skin it.  Leather and hides are used 
for leatherworking, blacksmithing, engineering and tailoring recipes. 
It may not sell for much at a vendor, but it makes a fortune at the AH. 
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How to do it wisely and gain skill points easier 

 
     To skin a beast you must first loot them. Shift+Right Click for auto-loot. 
Then Shift + Right Click to skin, and do the job faster. Skin every beast and 
animal (deer, rabbit, etc.) you see.  
 
     Look for higher level monsters to kill, they will give you better leather and 
upgrade your profession faster. If you only want to train the skill don't skin the 
beast with the word "Skinnable" colored in grey. You have to do this because 
they won't give you skill points, only material. 
 
     But if you want to gather the leather and the hide to sell them at the AH, that's 
ok.  The meaning of the colors grey, green, yellow, orange and red is the same 
as at mining. 
 
     With The Burning Crusade came a lot of new leathers, and that made the old 
leather to be cheaper.  So the big money is in the new leathers 
 

•Knothide Leather & Knothide Leather Scraps, you can find 
them all over the Outlands, but not knowing exactly where to 
look is wasting time.  

 
    Go to Nagrand and skin Talbuk Thorngrazer.  
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     And there is another place in the Outlands that drops a lot of Knothide Leather 
and Knothide Leather Scraps, in the center of Netherlands, skin the Barbscale 
Crocolisks: 
 

 
 
     Sell the Knothide Leather at the AH with the buyout price around 45s each. 
That's 9g for a stack of 20.  

 
•Crystal Infused Leather & Fel Scales can be both gathered 
from ravagers in western part of Helfire Peninsula:  
 

    Sell the Crystal Infused Leather with the buyout price around 47s each, and the 
Fel Scales with the buyout price of 1g each. 

 
•Cobra Scales are really expensive, but I don't know for how long it 
will remain this way, so hurry up and gather it up and sell it. These 
scales are very rare. And you can sell them at the AH with the buyout 

price around 19g each, that's 380g for a 20 stack. 
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    You can gather them easier by taking the Escape from Coilskar Cister quest 
from Earthmender Wilda, the npc will kill the nagas, and you can concentrate on 
your Coilskar Cobras. The drop rate is 10%, so you would have to kill a lot of 
cobras. 
 
     You can abandon the quest, and then take it again, if you intend to stay a 
longer time there. 
 
    You can gather Cobra Scales from Coilskar Cobras in Shadowmoon Valey: 
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•Wind Scales are also selling for a huge amount of cash. You can 
gather Wind Scales from Scalewing Serpents and Felsworn Scalewings 
in Blade's Edge Mountains: 
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    The drop rate of Wind Scales is 20%. 
Wind Scales are regents for the Windhawk Armor set. 
Sell the scales at the AH with the buyout price around 5g each. 
 

Herbalism 
 
      Find the herbs and gather them, that simple. Herbalism is a necessary 
requirement for Alchemy. The herbs you gather create consumables. A 
consumable is only one time use item.  
 
     Advantage: Plants exist everywhere on land, except mountains or big hills, 
where mines exist. 
 
     You could make potions and sell them to a fair price and anyone could buy it, 
and it’s always consumable, unlike items from blacksmith, engineering and jewel 
crafting and leatherworking that only once you could sell. 
 
      Disadvantage: Like mining , you could encounter a enemy player from the 
other faction. Plants instead of mines ripsaw a little bit quicker 
 
     All prices below are in stacks unless stated otherwise. 

 
•You can start early by learning this profession then gathering 
SILVERLEAF.  This herb is extremely abundant in the beginning 
areas of the game, and even more in the humans and undead 

starting areas.  
The plant grows near trees. 
 
    With the Find Herbs trait it will be easy for you to spot the herbs. 
 
     Sell the SILVERLEAF for around 1g 20s at the AH.  That's a lot of gold for just 
15 minutes work. That's a lot of gold, and for a 1-20 level player even 40s is a lot. 
 

 
•Ghost mushrooms, you can find this herb only in Hinterlands in 
the cave "Skull Rock".  You need skill level 245 to gather this plant. 
Take them to the AH and sell them for 1,50- 2g each. 

 
     You can farm about 6-10 Ghost mushrooms in the cave, and they respawn 
every 10 to 15 minutes.   
 
    This mushrooms are so wanted because they are used to make Ghost DYE, 
witch is used in many high-level recipes. 
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•Black Lotus, you can find it in: Alterec Valley, Silithus, Burning 
Steppes, Easter Plaguelands, Winterspring.  
Sell this herbs for around 5- 24g at the AH. You can simply make 30g 

per hour. 
 
    The plant grows in open spaces. 
 
    FARM THE HERBS IN THE MORNING because there won't be a lot of players 
at that time to compete with.  
 

•Terocone, will be the most expensive herb to gather. Usually the 
plant spawns in very populated areas. Terocone is used for almost all 
big potions; this is why the price is high, because the demand is also 

big. You can find the herb all over in Terokkar Forest. The average buyout price is 
1g 30s each. That's 26 g for a 20 stack. You can sell it for more than that, 
depending on the market. 
 
     Always remember to find out the real price of a item before you sell it. It may 
be less or more than you think, and you will have to adapt. 

 
•Netherbloom, grows in Netherstorm. You can find it all over the 
place. If your playing on a server that has at least patch 2.1.0 you won't 
get rebuffs anymore by farming it, you will only get positive effects, but 
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those less frequently. 
 
    Netherbloom is used for creating mana, rejuvenation, most damage potions, 
and other big potions.  
 
    Sell the herb for around 1g 50s each. Try selling a 20 stack at the buyout price 
of 48g, if it sells, raising the price and trying again.  If it doesn't, lower the price a 
little, at 30g a stack. 
 

•Nightmare Vine can only be found in Shadowmoon Valey, and it's 
used to create mana potions, +damage potions and other big potions. 
 

    Check the market and find out the real price, it may be bigger then you expect. 
If there is no Nightmare Vine in the AH then sell at a big buyout price.  
 
     Sell at 3-6g buyout price each, that's 60-120g for a stack of 20. 
And if there is already this herb in the AH, sell at a lower buyout price then them, 
if their buyout prices don't go lower than 1g 80s. 
 

•Mana Thistle, requires level 70 and it's only accessible for players 
that have flying mounts.  The respawn time is between 5-10 minutes. 
Sell the herb with the buyout price of 1g 2s each. 

 
    One good farming spot is above Shattrath City:  
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Fishing 

 
      Fishing is the most relaxing and easy profession to have. 
 
All you have to do is to catch fishes and eat them or sell them. 
Unlike other professions, the fishing profession is unlimited. 
 
     How come unlimited? I’ll explain… 
 
      At mining, herbalism, skinning, etc after you mine it, picked up, or skinned a 
beast, they disappear and have a respawn time, and maybe there are many 
players that wait for that mine, plant, beast to respawn. 
 At fishing is not like that. 
 
     There are unlimited fishes waiting for you to catch them , and many players 
can be in one spot , and cannot disturb the other players. 
 
     Advantage: It’s unlimited, no respawn time, can be lots of players in the same 
place. You couldn’t get killed by other ones, you’ll be free and it’s very relaxing 
and good for your nerves too. And you can earn like mining and herbalism. 
 
     Disadvantage: Stay in one place, only fishing, no great moves, and no action. 
 

Cooking 
 
     Cooking, the materials for this one are found at the beast creatures. 
It can be used to have some items that regenerate your health.  
 
     Warning: You need a fire from the kitchen or camp fire in order to cook! 
 
     Advantage: It gives the bearer some regenerating food in case they need it and 
in case they are hunters , this is the best for feeding their pet. 
 
     Disadvantage: It only gives the bearer for health regeneration, not for mana 
too.  
 

First Aid 
 
     First Aid , the materials needed for this are at humanoids. 
This helps you heal your wound and increase your health. 
The materials needed for this profession are also used at Tailoring. 
 
     Advantage: No use of mana for healing can be used anytime, anywhere. 
 
     Disadvantage: One hit and all the remaining heal is gone, after first use, the 
bearer must wait 1 minute until he can use it again. 
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Tips: 

 
-The more you advance in skill from a specific profession, the more money you’ll 
earn (from the higher skill mines, plants, etc) 
 
- The more you use the profession, the more you’ll win. 
 
- Teamwork always has results and makes contact with other people. 
 

Tricks: 
 
-At first, fishing is weak, but in the end you’ll earn more money than ever before 
and maybe more than at mining and herbalism. 
 
-If you want to use many ways to make money, then choose 2 one of these 
primary professions: mining, alchemestry, skinning. (herbalism–alchemestry 
combined). 
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 Chapter Iv. – Auction house 

 
(For an in depth and detailed explanation of the AH check out the 2 

Part Video Bonus that came with this guide.) 

      The AH is a reliable way for a steady gold income if used properly. Its 
advantage is that it can be used at any level; of course you’ll need some money to 
put the items you find or grind on sale. So the higher your char is the more useful 
the auction house gets. 

      

      Auctioneer NPCs can be found in capitals of all races. Orgrimmar, Undercity, 
and Thunder Bluff for Horde and Alliance players will find auction houses in 
Ironforge, Stormwind City, and Darnassus. These auction houses are linked 
together for each faction.  
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      Horde and Alliance players cannot buy or sell items to each other unless they 
use the neutral auction houses listed below. To find an auction house all you need 
to do is ask a guard for directions. 

     Some non-faction auction houses are located in Tanaris, Everlook, and Booty 
Bay. These allow transactions between the alliances, but are only really useful to 
transfer gold or items to one of your characters or friends from the opposite 
faction. Maybe they’ll mold the faction AHs together in a later patch, would make 
trading between factions plausible. 

      Basically the Auction house in World of Warcraft acts like a firm that conducts 
transactions between players. You put an item on sale with a bid and buyout. 

 

     You can place items up for auction, set a starting price, set the auction 
duration, and include a buyout price by speaking with an auctioneer (these are 
the npcs located inside the AH).  

     All auctions will be initially charged a deposit fee. The fee depends on the 
auction duration and on the item quality. The deposit fee is refunded upon the 
successful sale of the item. All successful sales are charged an auction 
consignment fee which is extracted directly from the final sale price, this also 
depends on the amount of time the item stays in the AH. 
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     Buyers are able to search through items up for auction, place bids, and 
purchase items that include buyout prices by speaking with the Auctioneer.  

     All items won at an AH will be delivered through the in-game mail system. The 
gold from items sold at the AH will be delivered in about 1h. Some patches ago 
this was instant. 

Selling 

    Before selling an item, check the price other players are selling it for. You 
should set the item's minimum bid at a similar or cheaper price. For example, if 
an item AH price is 20g selling it for 19.99g will do the job. However, if you set 
the price too low, you might drive the cost of that item down and make less profit.  
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Buyout price 

 
       Always have a buyout price. Many players want the items now and don't want 
to wait. Many players are willing to pay the higher buyout price just to get the 
item now. Try not to set a ridiculously high buyout price.  

Timing 

      Timing can be very important for selling items. If the auction house already 
has a lot of the items you are trying to sell, you should wait until another time. 
You can also just sell lower than the current prices.  

       For example here there are too many Felsteel bars so mine won’t sell that 
high…or that fast. Well there are times when you gain a lot, and some times you 
lose a little (the price to cancel the auction and set another price for example).  

 

Item demand 

      Always check the AH to find out what items players will buy. Things to look 
out for are pots, herbs, ores, bars, and leather and armor kits. Learn their normal 
price on the server, buy the cheep ones and when there is a demand for them and 
their price is pretty high sell them. (I usually make 100g per day by making bars, 
buying and selling them, without the need to grind or hope for an epic to drop). 
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     Is a good idea to use an alt for this sort of thing; otherwise people may avoid 
your main later on (although it never happened to me…yet). 

Using an alt 

       Make a level 1 char which can easily get access to your alliance Auction 
House; for Alliance a human char would be the fastest to reach the Stormwind 
Auction house, as for Horde an undead one, either way it doesn’t really matter 
you can use one of your alts that you stopped playing with. 

      Here are some examples on how to use it: 
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      I had here 10g and the items I wanted to sell sent to my alt, then I started 
checking prices and putting my items on auction. 

 

     I’ve put all I had in the Ah then I had to wait for the items to sell.  

     The bonus of using an alt for your sales is that you can keep the money you 
earn on him so that you won’t be tempted that much to spend all your gold with 
your main. 
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 Chapter v. – Instances 

 
     First of all take into consideration that the higher in level you are the easier is 
to get gold.  
 
     Like I’ve said before it’s good to get two gathering professions to boost your 
income and to get to an amount of gold (50g) that will allow you to buy and sell 
shards from an early level (void crystals and large prismatic shards), you can start 
making good profit with a level 1 alt that sits near the Auction House of your 
faction and before you log in and out you check the prices).  
 
     Leave the gold you earn on your alt untouched. And on your main continue 
making it. 
 
     Mainly you should concentrate on doing quests. You get XP from the mobs, 
you get drops from them and the quest reward that involves XP, silver (or gold) 
and items that you can either sell, wear or disenchant (but I advise you not to 
take a crafting profession until you get your 5k gold flying mount). So going on 
with the chain of quests, doing instances will increase you chars ability to get gold 
faster by each level you gain. 
 
     Now let’s go to the grinding part. But before remember not to spend gold on 
things from the Ah while you still are leveling if you want to have gold when you 
reach your max level. 
 

The Dead mines 
(Beginners grinding place) 

 
    Drops: 
 
Linen and Wool Cloth 
Copper and Tin Ore 
Defias set 
 
(Prices depend on the server so check the Auction House before grinding to see if 
they’re worth it or not). 
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      Once you’ve reached level 25-30 (the higher the better) you can start farming 
Deadmines for linen cloth, wool cloth and bronze bars (you make them from tin 
ore and copper ore, turn them into bars and them smelt them into bronze, bronze 
bars sell better than the other bars sold apart; also check the price of the ores, 
they might sell good as well cause there will always be players that level up jewel 
crafting, blacksmithing or engineering).  
 
      Also in Deadmines boe pieces of the defias set drop (they can sell for 10-20 
gold or more, take into consideration twink items, items capped at level 19 for 
example will sell for a good price if they are good enough). 
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     You can continue grinding here until you reach like 50-55 then you will start 
grinding Scarlet Monastery (depending on your class of course, and skill and gear 
you can start this part even earlier 42+).  
 

Scarlet Monastery 
(The most grinded place in pre-tbc) 

 
    Drops: 
 
Silk and Mageweave Cloth (drops rare though) 
Flowers 
Boe drops (some sell for 10-30g) 
 
(prices depend on the server so check the Auction House before grinding to see if 
they’re worth it or not) 
 

 
 
     There isn’t much to say about Scarlet Monastery, because it will become your 
main grinded instance until you reach Outland. There are four sides to SM, the 
left one (graveyard) is the easiest (here you can find some chests), then comes the 
right one (library) better loot and it escalates with the locked ones (you get the 
key from library, last boss chamber) the armory and the cathedral.  
 
     If you keep doing these instances, using the AH and your gathering professions 
you’ll get enough money by the time you reach 60 to get your normal epic mount. 
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     When you reach level 58+ go to Outland. Quests there have the best rewards 
and just by questing till level 70 you get enough money to buy your normal flying 
mount. 
 

Other grinding places 
 
     First of all, before you start grinding it's better for you to be at least at level 12. 
Do quests until you reach this level. 
 
     A good location for grinding is where are a lot of monsters, with good drops, 
and a quick spawn time. You can find a lot of these areas within the game. 
 
     When you go grinding make sure you’re going alone, no party. Because 
grinding is a violent single player sport, all the experience goes to you, items and 
gold. 
 
     Grind humanoids because besides items they drop money too. And with a lot 
of kills comes a lot of money. After filling all your bags, go and sell the stuff that 
you don't need.  
 
     Grinding becomes boring after a while, so is indicated to listen to some music 
or watch the TV while doing it. 
 
Here is a list of grinding places for alliance players: 

    Level 12-20: 

 Westfall [Sentinel Hill, Westfall Lighthouse] 
 Loch Modan [Thelsamar, Farstrider's Lodge, Stonewrought Dam] 
 Darkshore [Auberdine] 
 Elite Area: Mo'grosh mound (Loch Modan) 
 Instance: Deadmines  

    Level 20-22: 

 Redridge Mountains [Lakeshire, Tower of Azora in Elwynn]  

     Level 22-30: 

 Redridge Mountains [Lakeshire, Tower of Azora in Elwynn] 
 Duskwood [Darkshire, Sven's Camp, Abercrombie] 
 Wetlands [Menethil Harbor, Greenwarden, N. Loch Modan (The Algaz 

Gauntlet)] 
 Ashenvale [Astranaar ?] 
 Stonetalon Mountains [?] 
 Elite Area: Dun Modr (Wetlands) 
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 Instance: The Stockades 
 Instance: Shadowfang Keep 
 Instance: Blackfathom Deeps 
 Happy Loot: Naraxis' Fang (Duskwood) 
 Happy Loot: Tiny Crimson Whelpling (Wetlands) 
 Grind Area [26]: Dragonmaw Encampment (Wetlands) 
 Grind Area [26]: Whelgar's Excavation Site (Wetlands) 
 Grind Area [28]: Rotting Orchard (Duskwood) 
 Grind Area [28]: Raven Hill Cemetary (Duskwood) 
 Grind Area [29]: Vul'Gol Ogre Mound (Duskwood)  

    Level 31-37: 

 Stranglethorn Vale [Rebel Camp, Nesingwary's Expedition, Booty Bay] 
 Hillsbrad Foothills [Southshore] 
 Arathi Highlands [Refuge Pointe] 
 Desolace [32] 
 Thousand Needles [31] 
 Instance: Gnomeregan 
 Happy Loot: Howling Blade (Skhowl, Alterac Mountains) 
 Happy Loot: Toxic Revenger (Gnomeregan) 
 Happy Loot: Tiny Emerald Whelpling (Swamp of Sorrows) 
 Grind Area [31]: Kurzen Encampment (Stranglethorn Vale) 
 Grind Area [33]: Stranglethorn Raptors (Stranglethorn Vale) 
 Grind Area [33]: Growless Cave (Alterac Mountains) 
 Grind Area [34]: Gallow's Corner (Crushridge Ogres  
 Altarac Mountains) 
 Grind Area [36]: Venture Co. Base Camp (Lake Nazferiti  
 Stranglethorn Vale)  

     Level 37-43: 

 Stranglethorn Vale 
 Arathi Mountains [Refuge Pointe, Faldir's Cove] 
 Badlands [Various camps around the zone] 
 Desolace [37] 
 Elite Area: Stromgarde 
 Elite Area: Mosh'ogg Mound 
 Instance: Scarlet Monastery 
 Instance: Uldaman 
 Instance: Razorfen Downs 
 Happy Loot: Tiny Black Whelpling (Badlands) 
 Grind Area [37]: Lashtail Raptors (Stranglethorn Vale) 
 Grind Area [37]: Water Elementals (Stranglethorn Vale) 
 Grind Area [39]: The spider cave north of Brackenwall (Swamp of 

Sorrows) 
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 Grind Area [39]: Rock Elementals (Badlands) 
 Grind Area [39]: Elder Crag Coyotes (Badlands) 
 Grind Area [41]: Scalding Whelps (Badlands) 
 Grind Area [41]: Agmond's End (Badlands) 
 Grind Area [41]: Ziata'jai Ruins (Venture Co. Stuff, Stranglethorn Vale) 
 Grind Area [43]: Naga Explorers (Stranglethorn Vale)  

    Level 43-46: 

 Feralas [Feathermoon Stronghold] 
 Tanaris [Gadgetzan, Steamwheedle Port] 
 Instance: Zul'Farrak 
 Grind Area [43]: Wastewander Bandits (Tanaris) 
 Grind Area [44]: Isle of Dread (Feralas  
 Inside Cave; South of Feathermoon Stronghold) 
 Grind Area [45]: Feral Scar Vale (Feralas) 
 Happy Loot: 14slot bag! Cortello's Riddle quest, starts in one of the ships 

in Stranglethorn Vale for the end of the Bloodsail Buccaneers line of 
quests.  

     Level 46-50: 

 Tanaris [Gadgetzan, Steamwheedle Port] 
 The Hinterlands [Aerie Peak] 
 Instance: Zul'Farrak 
 Instance: Maraudon [49] 
 Instance: Temple of Atal'Hakkar [50] 
 Grind Area [47]: Undead in Western Ashzara (Azshara) 
 Grind Area [47]: Dunemaul Compound (Tanaris) 
 Grind Area [47]: Elementals/Golems around The Cauldron + N of it 

(Searing Gorge)  
 Elemental Leatherworking Supplies  

     Level 50-55: 

 Searing Gorge [Kalaran Windblade] 
 Blasted Lands 
 Un'Goro Crater [Marshal's Refuge] 
 Felwood [Emerald Sanctuary] 
 Burning Steppes [Morgan's Vigil] 
 Instance: Temple of Atal'Hakkar 
 Grind Area [50]: Deadwood Village (Felwood) 
 Grind Area [51]: Ruins of Eldarath (Azshara) 
 Grind Area [52]: Dreadmaul Rock (Firegut Ogres - Burning Steppes) 
 Grind Area [52]: Legash Encampment, Thalassian Base Camp, Ursolan 

(Azshara) 
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 Grind Area [52]: Jaedenar (Felwood) 
 Grind Area [52]: Sorrow Hill (Western Plaguelands) 
 Grind Area [53]: Ironwood Trees in northern Felwood 
 Grind Area [54]: Temple of Arkkoran (Azshara) 
 Grind Area [55]: Jadefire Run, Felpaw Village (Felwood)  

     Level 55-60: 

 Winterspring [Everlook, Starfall Village] 
 Western Plaguelands [Chillwind Point] 
 Eastern Plaguelands 
 Instance: Blackrock Depths 
 Instance: Blackrock Spire [60] 
 Instance: Stratholme [60] 
 Instance: Scholomance [60] 
 Grind Area [55]: Felstone Field, Dalson's Tears, The Writhing Haunt, 

Gahrron's Withering (Western Plaguelands) 
 Grind Area [56]: Northridge Lumber Camp (Western Plaguelands) 
 Grind Area [56]: Corin's Crossing (Eastern Plaguelands) 
 Grind Area [56]: The Pillar of Ash (Burning Steppes) 
 Grind Area [56]: Winterfall Village (Winterspring) 
 Grind Area [57]: Blackrock Stronghold (Burning Steppes) 
 Grind Area [57]: Ice Thistle Hills (Wintespring) - Rugged Leathers  

    Here is a list of grinding places for Horde players: 
 

   15-18 - The Barrens - Harpies 
   18-22 - The Barrens - Bristleback(s) 
   22-24 - The Barrens - Bristleback(s)  
   22-24 – Hillsbrad - Tarren Mill: Bears and Spiders 
   24-26 – Hillsbrad - Across the road from Tarren Mill Bears and Cats  
   24-26 - Thousand Needles - Galak Scouts (etc) 
   26-28 – Hillsbrad – Spiders/Bears (back of Syndicate Tower)  
   26-30 - Hillsbrad - Mud Gnolls 
   28-30 – Hillsbrad – Nethander Stead: Cats/Spiders  
   30-32 – Thousand Needles – Harpies inside the cave 
   30-38 - Shimmering Flats - All monsters.  
  38-40 - Dustswallow Swamp - Very North East Islands, Murlock 

Warriors/Oracles.  
   40-46 - Ferales - Woodpaws (stay away from the ones that disease for 

slow casting speeds)  
   46-48 - Ferales - Frayfeather Skystormers  
   48-50 - Ferales - Harpies  
   48-51 - Southwest of Gadgetzan - Thistleshrubs  
   50-54 - Western Plaguelands - First 'field' to the left, assorted monsters.  
   54-60 - Western Plaguelands - Scarlet Lumberjacks 
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VERY IMPORTANT! 

 
THE FINAL NOTE: 

 
      Now, that you have read my guide, you know pretty much the point where you 
are at right now in your game…and also you have an idea of what you must do for 
a better efficiency. 
 
      Guys, some of the methods that I presented you sound or might be 
familiar…but for the majority, these techniques are probably something fresh 
(even if you are now positioned at level 70 and you can’t wait the expansion from 
July). 
  
      Like always…there is a “BUT”… 
 
But, if you implement today only two of the methods that you’ve learned from me 
and if you register dramatically changes into your account then you must be 
honest with yourself and say that… 
 
YES, Wayne! Your package worth the investment! 
 
    …I will end up with one of my favorite quotes: 
 
“If you remain only with one idea from every book that you read…for 
sure you didn’t waste your time” 
 
…I hope you feel the same. 
 

THANK YOU! 
 

--Wayne Williams 
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Acronyms / Glossary 
 

A 
Add-on – exactly what it implies; it adds some options to ease the game 
Aoe – area of effect 
AV – Alterac Vale 
AH – Auction House 
Alt – alternate char 
Agro – the hate the monster has for you (the more he hates you the more he’ll 
stay on you, this happens to me in relationships) 
 

B 
BT – Black Temple 
BTW – by the way 
Buffs – enhancements (temporary) 
 

C 
Char – character 
Casual Wow player – rare species 
 

D 
Dpser – role of a player that needs to kill the monster 
DPS – damage per second 
Drop rate – the rate at which an object drops 
 
 

G 
Gear – equipment 
Grind – to excessively try and get a certain type of resource of a certain drop 
from a mob 
 

H 
Healer – role of a player that needs to heal the tank 
 

K 
K – 1000 
 

L 
LOL – laughing out loud 
 

M 
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Mob – the npc that attacks you back when you attack him or go pass it (to not be 
confused with the players from a different faction) 
Mount – creature that improves your movement speed in the world (comes in 
all shape and sizes) 
Mule – alt used as a bank 
 

N 
Nub – beginner 
 

P 
Pots – potions 
PVE – player versus environment 
PVP – player versus player 
 

R 
Run – doing an instance 
 

S 
S3 – season 3 arena gear 
Strath ss – Stratholme Scarlet Side 
Strath ud – Stratholme Undead Side 
SSC – Serpentshire Caverns 
 

T 
TK – Tempest Keep 
Tank – role of a player that needs to keep the monster on him 
 

U 
UI – User interface 
 

W 
Wtf – slang language (means “what the f***?!!!”) 
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